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About This Game

Drop Out 0 is an online first person shooter with a twist: there are no hitpoints! Beat your opponents by knocking them out of
the map.

Gameplay

Drop Out is played in matches of up to 8 players, the goal is to get as many points as possible in a team, or alone, within the time
limit. You gain 2 points for every enemy player you knock out of the map and you lose 1 point every time you are knocked out
of the park. Every suicide will result in a withdrawal of 2 points to your own score, you clumsy oaf! The game offers a variety
of weapons that allow for different strategies and playstyles; whether you want to rocketjump, snipe or fistfight there will be

something for you!

Mechanics
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The game is built for multiplayer, you can play online, cross-platform easily and quickly. There is also an offline mode where
you can practice against bots. LAN mode is clunkily available for windows, but can be improved and expanded if there is

demand for it.

Playing online will grant you XP which you can spend to get new weapons, perks and skills. To keep the game balanced, you can
unlock anything at any time. The price per unlock ramps up, making sure you can get a full set very quickly but getting every set

will take some time.

The percentage at the bottom of your screen is your susceptibility. This number increases as you take damage, the higher your
susceptibility the more knockback you will experience when taking hits.

Features

At the time of writing there are 5 maps, 13 weapons, 8 perks, 2 character models and 2 skins for each. I will still be working on
adding more content after release, which will be gradually added to the game.

Any player can host their own game on provided servers. As host you can kick/ban players and manage the timer and level
selection.

When joining a game, the player can choose one of his created character load-outs. These can be switched in between deaths.

The game has been playtested a reasonable amount, but there might still be balance issues and bugs. I will try to keep up with
the Steam community to notice and fix such problems as soon as possible.

System requirements

Versions are available for Windows, Mac and Linux. The game is not too heavy performance wise, but just in case it has a bare
bone setting so you can still run it on your favourite toaster. You will of course need internet connection with a reasonable speed

to play online in real time!

About me
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As you might have guessed there is no professional team behind Drop Out. I am a 21 year old physicist in training from
Belgium, when I’m not discovering the laws of the universe I like to work on my game development.

In the past few years I have worked on several smaller projects but nothing on the scale of Drop Out. During this time, i learned
how to work with Unity and Blender which culminated in Drop Out 0.

No matter what career I might choose in the future, I am very passionate about making games, so you might see a new title pop
up on Steam in a few years. Expect something wildly different though!

Special thanks to:
Doug Bryant (BulletMagnet) for the weapon models and teaching me how to model better,

Marnick39 for helping with coding, ideas and balancing,
Unity for their buggy game engine, PhotonEngine for their equally buggy networking code.

Thanks to the testing team, including CubicWarrior, Deraldo, Tafikay, Woxic, Patat, Joey, Anivia, hallway A1 and the FunnyJunk
community!

Music by Louis Davita (check out his soundcloud).
Additional music by Kevin Macleod, and Adrian Von Ziegler.
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There's no time for a review, I gotta drift. The season pass is a great addition to the game which will add 44 new challenging
puzzles to the game and also includes new game modes, funny pictures and more interesting challenges to overcome.

If you love more puzzles, then I highly recommend this.. I thought Id give this a look sence it was free, and it was was pretty
cool. Check it out, its just a 6-7 min experience or check out my youtube video of the full thing here, 
https://youtu.be/gMhw1VVUelY
PS its WAY better in the Vive!. Only if you like Party Hard 2 OST too much, you can buy it.
6.2\/10. Fantastic game but the net code needs a lot of work. You can't narrow matches by region or connection quality or even
see ping, and lag results in not only input delay but also severe slowdown throughout the match which makes it an over-all fairly
unenjoyable experience. If I'd bought this for full price this would be a deal breaker but at 50% off I think the single player
content makes it worth your money.. I wish you could buy the soundtrack cos i love the music for this game
. This game, despite being in Early Access, has the polish and fun factor reminiscent of Nintendo games. Everything, from the
lovely cartoonish visuals, to really enjoyable sound design. The game plays smooth and tight, and is just really, really fun to
play. The best way I could describe it is a mix between Rocket League and shelshock, while only taking the best aspects of those
games and turning it into a wonderful passion project. Overall, this is definitely worth picking up!
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A brilliant setup and visual style are made almost unaccessible by the limited options present to players. With no obvious way to
buffer the difficult curve many will be turned off completely.. i love it
it reminds me of my childhood memories
when I went to see my mother at work
everything is awesome
Boo make boom
Greedy is green
Kid give art of pixel
good choice for take good time. Cute game and very laid back. One of the few cheap games on Steam I don't regret buying. This
was a waste of time, It was cryptic for the sake of it.

Honestly was so excited by some of the humour until 10 min later the game was over.
. Banished rip off that fell short. good graphics, good story, but game play performance issues. 10x speed glitches out once you
build up a settelment. I would recomend playing if the price was lower, but for the current price i feel that it fell short on the
delivary.. the best Call of Duty DLC, total 6 maps 4 for multiplayer and 2 for the Co-op special ops
worth the 15$. Huge Texture problems. Cant fint the fix. The game loads with aircraft under the runway! Keep away until its
fixed!
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